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ORDER CERTIFYING CLASS ACTION
On August 30, 1995, the Court heard argument on
the plaintiffs' motion for class certification. On September 8, 1995; September 11, 1995; September 18, 1995;
October 11, 1995; December 5, 1995; and December 6,
1995, the parties filed supplemental briefing and authorities. Having considered the arguments of counsel and the
papers submitted, the Court hereby GRANTS the plaintiffs' motion for class certification and adopts the following class definition:
A. All female employees of Home Depot within the geographical area of Home
Depot's West Coast Division who are or
were employed on or after November 5,
1992, or who are or will be employed between this date and the date of entry of
judgment in this class action; and
B. All female applicants who applied
for employment in Home Depot stores
within the geographical area of Home
Depot's West Coast Division on or after
November 5, 1992 and were qualified for
employment in the positions of salespersons or assistant managers and who were
not [*3] hired or were hired for cashier or
other operations positions.

The Court further orders that this litigation be bifurcated into separate phases. The first phase will address
liability and relief applicable to the class as a whole, including declaratory and injunctive relief, and whether
defendant is liable for punitive damages. This phase of
the action is certified under FRCP 23(b)(2). If liability is
established, the second phase of this case will address
appropriate individual compensatory and equitable relief,
including individual entitlement to back and front pay.

The precise procedures to be used during the second
phase, if any, will be determined later in this litigation.
BACKGROUND
This action arises under Title VII of the Civil Rights
Act of 1964, as amended, 42 U.S.C. ß 2000e et seq., and
the California Fair Employment and Housing Act, Government Code ßß 12940 et seq. (FEHA). The complaint
in this action was filed on December 12, 1994. Plaintiffs
Vicki Butler, Susan Ellis, Felicia Funderburk, Jacqueline
Genero, Sheryle Jones, Kimberly Stoddard, and Cheryl
Williams allege violations of Title VII of the Civil Rights
Act of 1964, as amended, 42 U.S.C. ß [*4] 20003 et
seq., and allege gender discrimination practices against
female employees and applicants throughout Home Depot's West Coast Division (hereafter "WCD").
A. Factual Background
Plaintiffs allege that Home Depot discriminates
based upon gender in nearly all aspects of its personnel
decision-making, including: (1) hiring and patterns of
gender-based segregation of segregation of jobs and departments in initial job placement; (2) training; (3) transfer opportunities to merchandizing positions; (4) promotional opportunities to supervisorial and management
positions; and (5) compensation.
First, plaintiffs allege that the defendant's system of
hiring, job assignment, training, promotions, and compensation is entirely subjective. They allege that there are
no specific, objective hiring criteria, nor are there objective criteria used to set pay levels, and that local gender
biased male managers are therefore left broad discretion
to make decisions that have an adverse effect upon
women. Second, plaintiffs present statistical evidence of
the low number of women in sales, merchandising,
managerial and supervisorial positions, and the high
number of men in these positions; [*5] and of the high
number of women in cashier and other operations positions, and the corresponding low number of men in these
same positions. This statistical evidence, upon which

plaintiffs rely heavily, suggests a high level of segregation by gender. Plaintiffs contend that this is particularly
significant, given that Home Depot is a store that promotes from within, provides on the job training, and has
no minimum qualifications for entry level jobs.
In support of their motion, plaintiffs have submitted
the following materials: (1) the declarations of 55 members of the proposed class and of 8 other witnesses detailing incidents of gender discrimination in connection
with hiring, job assignments, training, promotions and
compensation; (2) the EEOC charges of 10 members of
the proposed class; (3) Home Depot's standardized personnel forms, procedures and training materials; (4) excerpts from the depositions of 10 Home Depot managers;
and (5) the declaration of plaintiffs' expert, Professor
William T. Bielby.
In opposition to the motion, defendant filed: (1) declarations of 30 witnesses who are or were employees of
Home Depot; (2) various charts and compilations concerning plaintiffs' [*6] employment history; (3) declarations of two experts; and (4) excerpts from the depositions of class representatives.
B. Legal Standard for Class Certification
As a threshold to class certification, Rule 23(a) of
the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure requires a showing
of the following: (1) that the class is so numerous that
joinder of all members is impracticable; (2) that there are
common questions of law or fact; (3) that the representative parties' claims or defenses are typical of the class
claims or defenses; and (4) that the representative parties
will fairly and adequately protect the class interests. The
party moving for class certification bears the burden of
showing that the 23(a) requirements are satisfied. General Tel. Co. of Southwest v. Falcon, 457 U.S. 147, 156,
102 S. Ct. 2364, 2370, 72 L. Ed. 2d 740 (1982).
In addition to demonstrating that the Rule 23(a) requirements are met, the plaintiffs must establish one or
more of the following grounds for maintaining the suit as
a class action pursuant to F.R.Civ.P. 23(b): (1) that there
is a risk of substantial prejudice from separate actions;
(2) that declaratory or injunctive relief benefitting the
class [*7] as a whole would be appropriate; or (3) that
common questions of law or fact predominate and the
class action is superior to other available methods of
adjudication.
DISCUSSION
A. Rule 23(a) Requirements
1. Rule 23(a)(1) - Numerosity
Rule 23(a)(1) requires that the class be so numerous
that the number of potential plaintiffs cannot be practica-

bly joined. Whether joinder would be impracticable depends on the facts and circumstances of each case, and
does not require any specific minimum number of class
members. In the present case, it is undisputed that the
proposed class numbers in the thousands. The numerosity requirement is easily met.
2. Rule 23(a)(2) - Common Questions of Law or
Fact
The requirement in Rule 23(a)(2) that there be questions of law or fact common to the class is satisfied by
"the alleged existence of common discriminatory practices." The defendant's actions need not affect each class
member in the same manner. Arnold v. United Artists
Theatre Circuit, Inc., 158 F.R.D. 439, 448 (N.D.Cal.
1994) (citation omitted).
The Court finds that plaintiffs have satisfied the
commonality requirement by their challenge to defendant's [*8] uniform personnel policies under Title VII.
Common issues include whether the plaintiffs can sustain
their burden of proof under either the disparate treatment
(intentional acts of discrimination), or the disparate impact (not necessarily intentional) theories as to Home
Depot's subjective employment practices. See Jauregui v.
Glendale, 852 F.2d 1128, 1135-36 (9th Cir. 1988); Gay
v. Waiters' and Dairy Lunchmen's Union, 694 F.2d 531,
554 (9th Cir. 1982). In addition, the evidence upon
which plaintiffs propose to rely -- statistical evidence of
widespread discrimination -- is common to the class as a
whole. See Int'l Broth. of Teamsters v. United States, 431
U.S. 324, 339-40, 52 L. Ed. 2d 396, 97 S. Ct. 1843
(1977); EEOC v. General Tel. Co., 885 F.2d 575, 579-82
(9th Cir. 1989), cert. denied, 498 U.S. 950, 112 L. Ed. 2d
332, 111 S. Ct. 370 (1990). The inferences drawn from
this evidence will be common to all class members an
will raise common questions of law.
3. Rule 23(a)(3) - Typicality
In addition, the Court finds that the representative
plaintiffs' claims are typical of the claims of the class.
Plaintiffs contend that defendant maintains a personnel
system characterized by the use [*9] of subjective criteria by male management with hostile and stereotypical
attitudes toward women. Plaintiffs further allege that
they were discriminated against with respect to initial job
placement, equal pay, and denial of training and promotional opportunities. These class claims are the same
claims raised by the class representatives, and the declarations filed in support of this motion demonstrate their
typicality. The individual plaintiffs' claims depend upon
proof of the same discriminatory employment practices
complained of by and on behalf of the class members.
Defendant's argument that these plaintiffs' claims are not
typical is unpersuasive.

4. Rule 23(a)(4) - Adequacy of Representation
Adequacy of representation under Rule 23(a)(4) involves the satisfaction of two elements: 1) that the representative party's attorney be qualified, experienced and
generally able to conduct the litigation; and 2) that the
suit not be collusive and that the representative plaintiffs'
interests not be antagonistic to those of the remainder of
the class. Harriss v. Pan American World Airways, 15
FEP Cases at 1649.
The first element of the adequacy requirement is
easily satisfied [*10] by the competence and experience
in handling complex class action lawsuits of the firms
representing plaintiffs.
With respect to the second element, defendant objects to the inclusion of applicants in the class, contending that applicants have different and antagonistic interests from employed class members since they are all
competing "to get into the same sales and management
positions." (Def. Br. at 5-6). Defendant also argues that
no named representative is an applicant, because plaintiffs' former applicant representative, Wilson, is time
barred. Defendant further argues that the presence of
both supervisory and non-supervisory personnel in the
proposed class precludes certification.
Plaintiffs concede that Wilson has been removed as
a class representative, but argue that the absence of an
applicant representative does not preclude class certification. Plaintiff cites several cases in which courts reversed
decertification of classes comprised of both employees
and applicants. See Watson v. Fort Worth bank & Trust,
798 F.2d 791, 795-6 (5th Cir. 1986), vac'd and remanded
on other grounds, 487 U.S. 977 (1988) (reversing decertification of a class combining applicants and [*11] employees, stating that proof that an employer acted under a
policy of discrimination could support certification of a
class comprised of both applicants and employees if the
discrimination manifested itself in hiring and promotion
practices in the same general way, such as through subjective decisionmaking). Furthermore, plaintiffs argue
that the Court may permit counsel to designate an appropriate employee member of the class to serve as an applicant representative.
Plaintiffs are correct that classes comprising both
employees and applicants can be certified together.
General Telephone v. Falcon, 457 U.S. at 159 n.15
(1982). Courts have routinely found that allegations that
an employer operated under a general policy of discrimination can justify a class comprised of a diverse set of
individuals. Neal v. Moore (D.D.C. No. 93-2420 (1994),
Mem. Op. at 22), citing Richardson v. Byrd, 709 F.2d
1016, 1020 (5th Cir 1983) (job assignment policy affected both employees and applicants). Some courts have
concluded that "subjective decision-making" infected a

company's employment practices as a whole, such that a
broadly defined class is warranted. Neal v. Moore at 22,
citing, [*12] Brown v. Eckerd Drugs, Inc., 564 F. Supp.
1440, 1446 (W.D.N.C. 1983).
Moreover, as will be discussed in further detail below, any potential problems inherent in the fact that the
proposed class in the present case is comprised of a diverse group of plaintiffs can be remedied by bifurcation
of the case into a liability phase (addressing issues common to the class such as injunctive relief) and a remedial
phase (addressing the individual compensatory damage
claims). See eg., Int'l Brotherhood of Teamsters v.
United States, 431 U.S. 324, 52 L. Ed. 2d 396, 97 S. Ct.
1843 (1977). If there is a second, remedial phase of this
case, supervisors and non-supervisors will all be able to
come forward with evidence of their own specific claims
for relief. During the first, liability phase, by contrast, the
diversity of class membership will not present material
conflicts. 1
1 One Court has commented that "an injunction
against a few supervisory members of the class -who most likely did not exert significant influence over departmental policy-making -- is fairly
characterized as de minimus relative to the value
of such an injunction in protecting these same supervisors from epidemic discrimination." Neal v.
Moore (D.D.C. No. 93-2420 (1994) Mem. Op. at
27)).
[*13] Accordingly, this Court finds that the interests of the representative plaintiffs are not antagonistic to
the remainder of the class; and that plaintiffs have met
their burden of proving adequacy of representation, both
of counsel and of the class representatives.
B. Rule 23(b) Requirements
Once the four requirements of 23(a) have been met,
the Court must determine whether the case meets any of
the three requirements of Rule 23(b). Plaintiffs argue that
this class should be certified under 23(b)(2), which provides in pertinent part:
(b) Class Actions Maintainable. An action may be maintained as a class action if
the prerequisites of subdivision (a) are
satisfied, and in addition:
***

(2) the party opposing the class has
acted or refused to act on grounds generally applicable to the class, thereby making appropriate final injunctive relief or

corresponding declaratory relief with respect to the class as a whole . . .

Defendants argue that class certification under this
subdivision is improper because the damages issues in
this case predominate and "overwhelm" the requests for
injunctive and declaratory relief.
In making this argument, defendant [*14] relies
upon McDonnell Douglas Corp. v. U.S. Dist. Ct., C.D. of
Cal., 523 F.2d 1083, 1087 (9th Cir. 1975). The facts of
the cases cited by defendant are completely inapposite.
In McDonell Douglas, a wrongful death action for damages resulting from an airplane crash, the Ninth Circuit
found that the plaintiffs' claims for declaratory relief
"added nothing to [plaintiffs'] claim for damages." In the
present case, plaintiffs' claims for damages are secondary
to their primary claim for injunctive relief to prohibit
gender biased employment practices. The fact that plaintiffs seek damages in addition to declaratory and injunctive relief does not preclude certification under Rule
23(b)(2). Probe v. State Teachers' Retirement System,
780 F.2d 776, 780 (9th Cir. 1986). It is "well established
. . . that employment discrimination suits involving such
individual-specific awards of lost back pay may be maintained as (b)(2) class actions . . . ." Arnold v. United Artists Theatre Circuit, Inc., 158 F.R.D. 439, 453, citing,
Probe, 780 F.2d at 780. 2
2 Defendant also points to Celestine v. Citgo Petroleum Corp., et al., Case No. 93-0864 (W.D.
La.), in which Magistrate Judge Wilson's recommendation (filed 8/7/95) against class certification was adopted by the district court (9/11/95).
This Court finds the analysis in that case inconsistent with controlling Ninth Circuit precedent
and with other class action employment cases decided in this district. See, e.g., Probe, supra;
Barefield v. Chevron, supra; Arnold v. United
Artists, supra.
[*15] Plaintiffs' allegations that the defendant
maintains a policy and practice of denying women equal
employment opportunities is sufficient to satisfy the Rule
23(b)(2) requirement. Defendant's arguments that the
damage claims "overwhelm" the claims for injunctive
relief are conclusory and, at this early stage, speculative.
Accordingly, the Court finds that the first, liability phase
of this case is appropriate for certification under Rule
23(b)(2).
C. Bifurcation
At oral argument, the Court requested supplemental
briefing on whether this case could proceed in phases,

and what, if any, constitutional limitations might affect
such a process. 3
3 Specifically, the Court requested briefing on
the effect, if any, of the enactment of the Civil
Rights Act of 1991 (amending Title VII to add
claims for compensatory and punitive damages
for intentional discrimination, and a right to jury
trial), and the Seventh Amendment implications
if this case were to be tried in separate phases before separate juries.
[*16] In response to this request, plaintiffs have
pointed to numerous cases, many of which are from the
Northern District of California, indicating that the courts
have routinely certified classes in similar employment
discrimination cases by separating the trials into two
phases. In Phase I, class wide damages and injunctive
relief are determined. In Phase II -- which the Court
could certify now, or postpone until a later date -- the
individual compensatory damages issues would be resolved. In Arnold v. United Artists Theatre Circuit, Inc.,
158 F.R.D. 439 (N.D.Cal. 1994), Chief Judge Henderson
addressed bifurcation of employment discrimination
cases, and made the following general observations:
According to the authors of the leading
treatise on class actions, most courts adjudicating civil rights class actions in the
employment discrimination context opt to
bifurcate the liability and damages phases
of the trial. 5 H. Newberg, Class Actions ß
24.123, at 24-414-416 (3d ed. 1992). See,
e.g., Teamsters v. United States, 431 U.S.
324, 360-362, 97 S. Ct. 1843, 1867-68, 52
L. Ed. 2d 396 (1977); Harriss v. Pan
American World Airways, Inc., 74 F.R.D.
24 (N.D.Cal. 1977); [*17] Barefield v.
Chevron, 1988 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 15816,
1988 WL 188433, 48 Fair Empl. Prac.
Cas. (BNA) 907 (N.D.Cal. 2988).
158 F.R.D. at 458-459. See also Barefield v. Chevron,
1988 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 15816, 48 Fair Empl. Prac. Cas.
(BNA) 907 (N.D. Cal. 1988).
Similarly, in Stender v. Lucky Stores, Inc., N.D. Cal.
No. C-88-1467 (MHP), Judge Patel bifurcated a class
action employment discrimination case into two separate
phases. The first phase of the trial addressed class liability and liability for punitive damages. The claims of the
individual plaintiffs for damages were deferred to later
proceedings. 4

4 The case settled after Judge Patel issued Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law; the court
never held the second phase of the trial.
Defendant argues that bifurcation of liability and
damages would violate its Seventh Amendment right to a
fair trial, because different juries would be deciding essentially the same issues. In re Innotron Diagnostics, 800
F.2d 1077, 1086 (Fed. Cir. [*18] 1986). Defendant argues that whether each individual plaintiff "can establish
liability and the measure of compensatory and punitive
damages" would have to be considered again in the second phase of the trial.
This Court is not persuaded by these arguments.
Courts have routinely adopted the approach advocated by
plaintiffs in which the first phase of the proceedings focuses exclusively on classwide claims, e.g., whether a
defendant has in fact engaged in discriminatory employment practices. A jury verdict in favor of plaintiffs at this
phase would result in injunctive and declaratory relief,
and possibly, punitive damages. Individual compensatory
damages would be resolved in the second phase of the
proceedings which, since they would adjudicate individual claims, would not involve the "same issues" as did
the first phase. As evidenced by the numerous cases
across the country that have addressed this issue, the
Seventh Amendment does not mandate that all phases of
the litigation be heard by the same jury.
This Court will defer ruling on class certification
with respect to the second phase of this trial. At such a
time as it becomes necessary, the Court will adopt an
approach that [*19] the Court and the parties can agree
will best protect the rights of absent class members and
defendant, in adjudicating the remaining issues
D. Other Issues
The scope and starting and ending dates of the class
are disputed by the parties. Defendant argues that the
class is too broad, in that it encompasses those who
might suffer some injury in the future. Plaintiffs have
framed the class to include claims which arise between
the class opening date, and the date of the entry of judgment in this action. In this respect, the Court does not
find the class definition to be overly broad.
Defendants also argue that the named representatives are time-barred under Title VII and FEHA. With
respect to the Title VII plaintiffs, the earliest filed charge
is that of Kim Stoddard, who filed an EEOC and DFEH
charge on November 5, 1993. Thus any claims that arose
prior to January 9, 1993 (300 days prior to the November
5 date) must be excluded from the action.
With respect to the FEHA claims, defendant argues
that the earliest proper DFEH claim was made on August
25, 1994 (by Funderburk) and thus any claims arising out

of actions which occurred prior to August 25, 1993 (one
year prior [*20] to the August 25 date) must be excluded. Defendant argues that plaintiff Stoddard's November 5, 1993 DFEH charge should be treated as ineffective, because Stoddard's lawsuit was not filed within
one year after the DFEH issued her right to sue letter.
Plaintiffs disagree, claiming that the class opening date
for FEHA claims should be November 5, 1992 (one year
prior to the date of Kim Stoddard's DFEH filing), and
that Stoddard's claim is not time-barred because the statute of limitations for filing a complaint under FEHA may
be equitably tolled during the pendency of an EEOC
investigation. EEOC v. Farmer Bros. Co., 31 F.3d 891
(9th Cir. 1994); See also, Salgado v. Atlantic Richfield
Co., 823 F.2d 1322, 1326 (9th Cir. 1987). Plaintiffs argue that since the EEOC was investigating Stoddard's
claim until it issued her right-to-sue letter on September
22, 1994, Kim Stoddard's FEHA claim filed three
months later was timely. This Court agrees. Accordingly,
the class opening date for the Title VII issues as to all ten
states in the WCD will be January 9, 1993. The class
opening date for the FEHA claims in California will be
November 5, 1992.
Finally, a related case -- Frank v. Home [*21] Depot Inc., No. C-95-2182 SI -- has been filed against the
same defendant with allegations that are almost identical
to those in Butler. Plaintiffs have requested consolidation
of these cases. Defendant points out that this motion was
previously denied. 5 However, consolidation was denied
before because adding new plaintiffs at that time would
have necessitated modification of the briefing and discovery schedules with respect to the pending motion for
class certification. In light of this Court's decision to
grant plaintiffs' motion for class certification, these concerns are moot. Accordingly, the plaintiffs' motion to
consolidate is GRANTED.
5 This case was then pending before the Hon.
Vaughn Walker.
CONCLUSION
For the forgoing reasons and for good cause shown,
the Court finds that the requirements of Rule 23(a) and
(b)(2) have been satisfied, and determines that, subject to
the terms and limitations discussed above, the actions
may be maintained as a class action pursuant to the Federal Rules [*22] of Civil Procedure.
IT IS SO ORDERED.
Dated: January 24, 1996.
SUSAN ILLSTON
United States District Judge

